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QUESTION 1

You are using GitHub repository scanning (in a project of type "GitHub Organization") with the Pipeline lenkinsfile
Project Recognizer. In this case, which repositories under the organization will have Multibranch projects automatically
created for them? 

A. only repositories that contain a Jenkinsfile in all their branches 

B. only repositories that contain a Jenkinsfile in at least one branch 

C. all repositories that contain a Jenkinsfile in at least one branch or pull request 

D. all repositories 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the preferred method for a Jenkins administrator to notify nil Jenkins users about upcoming system
maintenance? 

A. Add text to the "System Message" field on the "System Configuration" page to populate a banner displayed across
the top of the master\\'s home page. 

B. On the "System Configuration" page, choose the "Maintenance Alerts" option from the "Alerts" dropdown menu and
populate the box with a message to be added to all build logs. 

C. Populate the "Email Notifications" section of the "System Configuration" page with a message to be sent as email to
all registered Jenkins users. 

D. On the master\\'s dashboard, dick "add description" or "edit description" to populate a banner displayed across the
top of the master\\'s home page. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Yon are an administrator of a base Jenkins master with the recommended plugin set and you want to connect a new
agent using SSH. Authentication on the remote node that will host the agent is done with an SSH key pair which your
users must NOT be able to see or access. Which of the following is TRUE assuming your users do not have admin
rights? 

A. Use a credential "SSH Username with private key", restricted to the Scope "System", for the node\\'s SSH
authentication. 

B. You cannot use an SSH key-pair. Configure a password for the agent\\'s SSH user, and create a credential of type
"Username with password" for the node\\'s SSH authentication. 

C. Use a credential "SSH Username with private key", restricted to the Scope "Agents", for the node\\'s SSH
authentication. 
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D. The SSH key will be stored in the JENKINS_HOME/.ssh folder. Configure the agent to use a key from the "standard"
SSH folder. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which practices optimize performance on large systems? Choose 2 answers 

A. Run all builds on agents and never on the master itself. 

B. Use the maximum number of executors at all times and avoid using labels. 

C. Avoid modifying Java parameters that control heap size and garbage collection. 

D. Use plugins as much as possible. 

E. Allocate specific masters for different build types and teams. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of the "Manage Users" section of the Manage Jenkins dashboard? 

A. Contains entries used for the security matrix or project security matrix. 

B. Defines aliases for credentials that have been created In the external security realm. 

C. Each user who is allowed access to Jenkins must have an entry in this Jenkins user database. 

D. Defines user groups used for role-based strategy authorization. 

E. Populates the Jenkins user database that can be used if you are not using an external security realm such as LDAP,
Active Directory, or Unix user/groups. 

Correct Answer: C 
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